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Introduction, Variability studies dealin? with 
lan1ZUa~e variation and social stratification have ~en­
eral ly concentrated on two main aspects• (1) the lin-
ro,iistic aspect--a concentration on the variability of 
lan~a~e and the tools to account for these linguistic 
variables and (2) the social aspect--studies concen-
tratin~ on the effect that lin~istic variables have on 
society. Investigations such as those by Labov (1966, 
1969, and 1973) and Shuy (1969, 1970) may be said to be 
representative of these two main aspects Labov's 
main interests seem to be in the nature of variable 
rules and the limits of ~rammatical competence, while 
Shuy seems to be mainly interested in the effect of 
lan~ua~e variation on society. 
Over the past fifteen to twenty ye~rs there has 
been an increasin~ amount of research dealing with this 
social aspect of lan~age--with langua?e behavior or 
variation and its effect on society There have been 
investigations involving teachers, employers, and 
"plain everyday people" as Judges These Judges or 
listeners have also been further divided as to race, 
ethnic and/or langua~e ~roups The 11nguist1c vari-
ables studied can be divided into three maJor types of 
variations• variations of lan~ages (Anisfeld and 
Lambert 1964), native variations of a sin~le langua~e 
(Williams and Associates 1972) and foreign accented 
variations of a sin~le lan~uage (Anisfeld, Bogo, and 
Lambert 1962) If there are lan~a~e features that are 
known to be correlated with the social status of 
speakers, it follows that these features or variables 
may serve as cues in the listener's evaluative reac-
tions of that speaker's social status Listeners have 
been found to make JUd~ents about a speaker's educa-
tion, intelligence, occupation, personality, and even 
physical appearance based on some very short samples 
of speech 
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Very few of these studies, however, have focused 
their attention on both inter- and intra-minority lan-
guage attitudes There have also been few, if any, 
studies dealin~ with individuals' reactions toward and 
perception of varyin~ del?l'ees of accented speech The 
present investi~ation deals with all of these variables 
in tryin~ to determine what major factors influence the 
~eneral attitudinal behavior of White American (WA), 
Btack American (BA), and Cuban Nationals (CN) toward 
varyin~ de~rees of Spanish-accented English 
Purpose. The present study is part of a lar~er 
investigation that this researcher undertook (Rey 
l9?4a). The other parts of the broader investigation 
dealt with teachers (Rey 1975) and employers (Rey 
l9?4b) of the South Florida area and their attitudinal 
reactions toward accented speech on basically occupa-
tiona 1 and educational suitability scales or questions 
The present study deals with the remainin~ Judge group, 
the non-teachers and non-employers--the Normals as 
they were labeled in the larger investigation The 
main concerns of this part of the investigation were 
threefoldr (l) to determine the effect of varyin~ 
de~rees of Spanish accent on social stereotypin~ by BA, 
WA, and CN JUd~es, (2) to determine what maJor factor 
or factors influence the ~eneral attitudinal behavior 
of these individuals, and (J) to determine if the ac-
cent groups would be functionally perceived in the 
same manner by these JUd~e ~roups as they were by a 
~roup of 11n~ists 
Methodolo~y Speech sample The informants who 
produced the taped sample were from the three maJor 
adult middle class ethnic groups that reside in the 
South Florida area where the field research was goin~ 
to take place--Whites, Blacks, and Cubans The a~es 
in these three adult groups ranged from ei~hteen to 
fifty, with an average age of 32 6 The middle class 
determination was made by both the evaluative partici-
pation method (E.P.) and the Index of Status Ch~rac­
ter1st1cs (I.S.C.) method (Warner 1960). Some of the 
sneakers in the Cuban group took offense At the orig-
inal l~bel1n~ of these ~roupin~s since it implied -
their bein~ a separate race To avoid this the groups 
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were re-labeled White American, Black American, and 
Cuban Nationals. The choice of the term Cuban Nation-
als was made since all of the members of this group 
were Cuban-born individuAls now residin~ in this coun-
trv who were not American citizens 
The WA, BA. and CN speakers were all asked to 
speak on the topic of pets for one minute Using con-
nected free speech, rather than isolated utterances or 
word stimuli, seemed to be the most practical approach 
since it is safe to assume that practically all of the 
levels of lin,ru1stic expression would be used--ease 
of expression, lexical selection, phonological varia-
tions, morphosyntactic variations, speed of delivery, 
and so on--and it would more closely simulate a real 
cortact situation The topic of pets was selected 
since it was felt that with this topic one is less 
likely to evoke emotional, or at least non-linguistic, 
reactions from different listeners or Judges 
The final speech sample consisted of a total of 
nineteen adult speakers As can be seen from Table 1, 
the overall composition of the speaker groups con-
sisted of four WA, four BA, and eleven CN speakers 
The eleven CN speakers were divided as to minimal, 
medial, and he~vy accent on the basis of a linguistic 
"pre-test" of thirty-eight CN speakers '!'here were 
therefore five speech typest WA, BA, CNl, CN2, and 
CNJ (see Table 1) The .. pre-test" consisted of having 
a panel of Howard University and Geor~etown University 
lin~uists listen to the larger sample and rate each 
speaker's accentedness on a seven point scale (from 
heavy to minimal accent) Those speakers with an 
avera~e ratin~ of two or less and six or more were 
assi~ned to the accent extremes (minimal/heavy). 
Those speakers with an average of J 9 to 4 5 were c~t­
egorized as havin~ a medial accents this categoriza-
tion was not a completely arbitrary one since a sharp 
break did appear. The final taped sample of the nine-
teen speakers was edited to eliminate any possible 
explicit or implicit contextual indicators of social 
status Each of the speech samples was also reduced 
to twenty-five to forty seconds duration so that the 
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lieteninp time of the entire t~pe would not be too 
ton~. which could ~ossibly tire the judges1 great care 
was also taken not to purposely increase or shorten 
the speed of delivery or cut off any of the speakers 
TABLE la Overall composition of the three 
speaker groups 
Social White Black 
Claes Americans Ail'er1cans 
Upper 
Middle 
Middle l Male l Male 
1 Female 1 Female 
Lower 1 fi1ale l Male 
Middle 1 Female 1 Female 
Keva CNl = Min1m~l Accent 
CN2 • Medial Accent 







l l\nale 1 Nia.le 
1 Female l Fem~le 
l Male 1 Male 
Total number of 
speakers• 19 
Jud~e sample The JUd~es in this study had ori~­
ina 11 v been labeled "man on the street" for lack of a 
better name Some negative reactions to this label 
were expressed by R number of the female JUd~es Al-
thou~h these objections were sometimes made jokingly, 
it was decided to chan~e the label to normals The 
term "normals" was chosen because this group consisted 
of a. wide variety of occupations (some very"normal," 
everyday people) and also would elicit less negative 
reactions from the JUd~eq The normal Judge-type was 
equally represented in the final totals of the three 
ethnic 1?roups 1 twenty WAs, twenty BAs, and twenty CNs. 
There had or1~inally been a total of sixty-six JUdges 
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in this jud~e type, but after the application of both 
the I.s.c. and E.P. procedures for social class assi~n­
ment six individuals had to be excluded from the final 
analysis. 
Attitude instrument The attitude instrument con-
sisted of modifications of and additions to the Shuy 
and Willial'ls (1973) study and Warner's I.S.c. ques-
tions. For seven of the first nine questions the 
JUd~es were to place a number from one to seven (a 
hi~her to tower scale) on an answer sheet. The choices 
for each question were specific exal'lples of the fol-
lowing status-tYPe questions• speaker's (1) social 
class, (2) house type, (4) occupation, (5) source of 
income, (6) neighborhood, (?) present education, and 
(8) highest possible education, Questions (J) and (9) 
dealt with the speaker~s ethnic identification and sex, 
respectively The remaining questions (see Table 2) 
were also to be answered on a seven point scale, with 
the words to the left havin~ a value of one and the 
words to the right having a value of seven. All of the 
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questions, as well ~s the speaker order, were r~n­
domized so as to avoid order effects 
Analyses and results To determine how the ques-
tions ~ouped to~ether with relation to the responses 
~iven, as well as how the Judges ~rouped together in 
terms of their res~onse behavior, the Q- and R-
techn1ques were applied to the data These techniques 
and the croastabulations of the responses were per-
formed by using ~ie, Brent, and Hull's Statistical 
Packa~e for the Social Sciences (1970) The computer 
facilities used in these an~lyses were those of Howard 
University and Geor~etown University. The loadin~s of 
each of the fRctors or ~roupings on both the Q- and R-
technlques may vary from -1 0000 to 1 0000. If for 
any variables within one factor one finds a l.0000 
loadin~ then this implies that these variables vary in 
perfect unison; if, however, for any number of vari-
ables one has a -l.0000 then this implies that they 
would vary in perfect opposition Also, the lower the 
factor loadin~s are, i.e less than .50000, the lower 
the predictive value of that factor, but it would still 
exhibit the "general" tendencies or relative closeness 
of relationship (Smith 19621 9?-98) In the dis-
cussions of means or avera~es of the means, the lower 
orcloser the value is to 1.00 the more positive the 
reaction tends to be, while the closer it is to 7.00 
the more nef?S.tive the reaction 
Questionnaire analyses The Judges were ~iven, 
as previously stated, a total of twenty-five questions 
to answer about each of the speakers TAble ) repre-
sents the factors or clusterin~s of these questions, 
alon~ with their loadin~s It should be pointed out 
that it was necessary to re-assi~n poles for questions 
nine through twenty-five in these analyses since the 
positive to ne,ra.tive (1 to 7) poles had been ran-
domized in the questionnaires. The words, in the 
questionnaire order, that were assigned a pole value 
of 1 00 were as follows1 mRle, sharp, careful, correct 
youn~, smooth, easy, complex, ~raceful, smart, ~ood, 
stron~, valu~ble, formal, positive, relaxed, and fast. 
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TABLE Ji 
loadings) 
R-technique (question factors and 
Factor I Factor II Factor III Factor IV 
Question (1) • 3259 (14)-.3821 (19)-.3158 (10) .)461 
(numbers) (2) 3884 (15)- 2653 (22) .4093 (11) .2810 
and (4) .3907 (16) .S445 (12) ,4867 
loadin~s (5) .3528 (21) • 3822 (17) .3613 
(6) .3394 (24)-.4013 (18) .2338 
(7) .3494 
(8) ,3155 
Factor V Factor VI Factor VII Factor Vil 
( j) • 8016 (9) • ?829 (20)-. 3324 
(2J) .295R 
( lJ) .2712 
Once these factors and polarities were established 
it was possible to determine how the five speech types 
were differentiated relative to the dimensions of 
Judgments. Questions three, nine, and thirteen were 
excluded from the mean avera~1n~s to follow since they 
could not be considered true positive-ne~at1ve polar-
ities Factor I is to be labeled the status dimension. 
It is of interest to note that the "relaxed," "easy," 
and "smooth" scales are inversely related to both the 
"complex" and "valuable" sea.less factor II is to be 
labeled the complex-value dimension. Another inverse 
relationship found is that of factor III where the 
"1rood" sea.le has an inverse relationship to the "formal" 
scales this factor is to be labeled the formality di-
mension Factor IV exhibits no inverse relationships 
amon~ the scales in that faetor1 this factor is to be 
labeled the correctness dimension since the "correct-
ness" scale has by far the hi~hest loading Factors 
V and VI consist of only one question each, the ethnic 
I.D. and the sex I.D. respectively. In factor VII we 
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find an inverse relationship between the two scales 
of which it is comprised--the "positive" and ''strong" 
scaless this factor is to be labeled the pos1tive-
strong dimension The last clusterin~ of questions 
found is factor VIII, the fast dimension, in which the 
"voun#f" and ''fast" scales cluster together Table 4 
renresents the average ratings of the three ethnic 
~oups of judges to the five speech types on the six 
Judgmental dimensions 
TABLE 41 Average ratings Of speech types on the 
six judgmental dimensions Of normal JUdges 
Speech Judgmental Dimensions 
Types 
Status Complex- Formal- Correct- Positive- F?st 
value 1ty ness strong 
BA 4. 168 3.796 4.231 3 620 3 723 3 827 
WA 3.067 3 432 3.544 2 955 3 106 3 775 
CNl 3.938 3 799 4 237 J 716 3 598 3 858 
CN2 4 191 3 981 4 354 3 735 3 623 3 725 
CNJ 4 562 4 240 4 )84 3 989 3 8)4 4 424-
The trend in Table 4 appears to be in the direc-
tion of WA speech being the most favorably rated of the 
sneech types on all of the judgmental dimensions, 
excent that on the fast dimension WA speech does not 
anpear to be rated differently from BA, CNl, and CN2 
speech types. CN3 appears to be rated the most nega-
tively of the other four speech types, not only on the 
fast dimension, but also on all of the other JUd~rnental 
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di~ensionss it should be pointed out that on the for-
mality diMension the differences of the ~vera~e ratings 
are not lar~e between BA, CNl, CN2, ~nd CNJ There 
also seems to be a trend to rate BA, CNl, ?nd CN2 quite 
similarly on all of the JUd~ent~l dimensions. It 
apnears that what one has here is a three level hier-
archy of overall importance for the five speech typess 
WA is bests BA, CNl and C~2 are next bests CNJ is the 
worst. It can therefore be said that the five speech 
types are functionally perceived ~s three groups, when 
considerin~ overall ratings 
The T-test technique was then applied to mean 
ratin~s given to each speech type by each Jud~e group 
on the socio-economic status question (number one in 
the questionnaire) to determine which speech types were 
rated of si~nifieantly higher or lower status than 
other speech types A value of l is for an upper class 
status while a 7 is for a lower-lower social class 
status. 
It 1s of interest to note from the an~lysis de-
scribed in Table 5 that for the SES responses there 
appears to be a different hierarchichal structur1n~ 
than that found for the JUd~ental dimensionsa WA is 
first1 CNl is second1 CN2 is thirdi CNJ and BA are last 
in the SES hierarchy On the specific SES question, BA 
Judges do s1~nif1cantly d1fferenti~te CNl speakers from 
both CN2 and BA sneakers; this was not the case with 
the other JUd~e ~roups or when looking at the overall 
picture exhibited in Table 4 Also, from this and 
other Analyses it was possible to determine that Rn 
overall trend appeared with BA Judges being more nega-
tive toward BA speakers. on the SES question, thRn were 
either the WA or C~ Judges; C~ Judges were not, how-
ever, more ne~tive toward CN speakers than the other 
two jud~e groups. 
Factor analysis of the Judges. In the interest of 
determining what, if any, JUd~e differences there may 
be in the actual ratin~s. factor analytic techniques 
were applied to the data in an attempt to group the 
JUd~es on the b~s1s of their response beh~vior The 
factor analysis was accomplished by the use of inverted 
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f~ctor matrix analysis, the Q-technique, This tech-
nique vields factors or clusterinp:s of Judp:es, depend-
ing on the responses they had given on the question-
a1res, 
TABLE 5• Socio-Economic Status (SES) questions 
significantly different ratingss speech types x 
judp:es 
This rated significantly this 
speech was hip:her on SES than by judge 
type these speech tyPes p:roup 
WA BA, C"il, C"'f2, CNJ WA 
WA BA, CN2, C"IJ BA 
WA BA, CNl, CN2, Cl\JJ CN 
CNl CNJ CN 
Cl\ll BA, CN2, CNJ BA 
CN2 C~J WA 
Cl\fJ none none 
BA none none 
The sixtv JUdp:es were analyzed in this section to 
determine which, if any, of their individuAl character-
istic~ would serve to influence their responses The 
iud~es had answered questions on their own ethnic bRck-
p:round, sex, a£e, education, number of years in the 
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area, and number of forei~ lanl?Ua~es spoken and/or 
understood 
TABLE 61 Q-technique--jud~e clusters 
Factor I 




















































It mav be determined from an analysis of Table 6 
that the jud~e•s ethnic identification d1d not serve to 
differentiate the JUd~es very cle~rly Factors I, II, 
III, and IV are, nevertheless, mutually exclusive of 
other ethnic groups1 we do, however, find ethnic 
0 m1xin,g" in factors V and VI Nine other factors were 
not listed since none of these consisted of more than 
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two jud~es each and there were no clearly identifiable 
characteristics that indicated why they differed from 
the other factors. Factors V and VI were listed be-
cause they exhibit the ethnic mixin~ and they also 
share eome chRracteristics. Factor V's common char-
acteristics are sex (female) and the number of foreign 
lan~a~es spoken and understood (land 1). Factor 
VI's common characteristic is the number of foreign 
lan~a~es spoken and understood (1 and 1) by the 
judges, but not their sex. The only problem in making 
any sweepin~ statement concerning these characteristics 
is the fact that these characteristics were shared by 
JUd~es in the other factors, but it is nevertheless 
worth noting these characteristics for possible future 
reference. 
It 1s evident from this analysis that the normal 
JUd~es can be ~rouped on the basis of their rating 
behavior. Their responses were neither totally idio-
syncratic, nor totally global. Another interestin~ 
point to note in this analysis is the fact that none 
of the si~nif1cant factor loadin~s for each Judge type 
were of a negative polarity, as was the case with the 
teacher loadin~s (Rey 1975). 
Discussion of results. There appeared to be a 
sharp contrast between the results of the R-technique 
(questionnaire clusters) in this study and the findings 
discussed in Shuy and Williams (l97J) Shuy and 
Williams found four Judgmental dimensions for their 
scales, while six were found in the present study 
This difference in the number of JUdgmental dimensions 
is quite possibly due to the addition, in the present 
investigation. of status, sex, and ethnicity questions. 
Besides this difference, there were also differences as 
to which scales made up each factors only one of the 
factors, activity, is the same in both studies--the 
fast-slow scale These differences in both the number 
of JUdllJllental dimensions and the scales making up each 
factor may be due not only to the number of scales 
used, but also the quite different speaker and Judge 
populations There cannot be said to be any striking 
s1m1larities between the two studies except that the 
JUd~mental dimensions were somewhat si~ilar 
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There is, however, some degree of replicability of 
findin~s between the results of the present invest1~a­
tion and those discussed in Williams and Associates 
(1972). This comparison may be made in the discussion 
of the trend found in the mean ratings of the dimen-
sions for the different speech In both studies WA 
speech was, as mi~ht have been expected, rated the most 
favorably of all of the speech types. WA speech is 
almost always the most favorably rated of all speech 
types. 
A somewhat unexpected result was the equating of 
the CNl and even the CN2 sneech types with the BA 
speech type on many of the JUd~ental dimensions. The 
only possible explanation for this rating trend may lie 
in an explanation of the more negative ratings given to 
the CN) speech type. The CN) speakers were probably 
equated with those individuals who came in the early 
6os. These refu~ees quickly settled in the South Flor-
ida area and began to find places for themselves in 
Jobs, schools, and neighborhoods. Many WA~ and BAs 
are JUSt now accepting the less accented speakers but 
have not quite yet equated the heavily accented speaker 
with anythin~ much hi~her than the typical lower-middle 
or upper lower class immigrant It is also safe to say 
that CNl and especially CN2 speakers will probably have 
to wait at least another fifteen years or loose most of 
their Spanish accent before they receive attitudinal 
ratings close or equal to those ~iven to WA speakers 
If there is to be any hope for the partial, if not 
complete, assimilation of both BA and CN speakers into 
the mainstream of society in South Florida, some posi-
tive steps must be taken. These positive steps should 
not only be taken by the WA maJori ty but also by the 
BA and C~ minorities More minority group presenta-
tions of their cultural herita~e and achievements 
should be instituted in the schools and the media if 
this assimilation is to be achieved. This investigator 
has seen, read, or heard of very few inter-minority 
discussions of social problems in this area. There are 
discussions between one minority and a maJority group, 
relating their own particular problems, but very seldom 
is there an attempt to relate these problems to inter-
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m1nor1ty solutions Wh~t this investi~Rtor is at-
temptin~ to say is that not one concentrated and com-
bined effort h~s been presented by BA, CN, and WA 
individuals as one ~roup, to try to solve the problems 
of social acceptance and mobility The ~eneral public 
should be made aware that the cap~bilities inherent in 
an individual are not necessArily restricted by his or 
her speech behavior 
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